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the most important element is that the muggers are enacting a game of chess, and they are of course, the bad guys, the two men following the cabbie's gate. mcquarrie shows a brief sequence of the cabbie being chased and then he is seen sitting behind the wheel, looking paranoid
and afraid. mcquarrie ends the scene with the cabbie looking at a chess board, like he is contemplating his next move and the first punch line. mcquarrie decided that the first line should come not from one of the actors (or a narrator) but in the voice of the muggers themselves. it is

like a conversation between two chess players. also, it is a nice moment for mcquarrie to show us the muggers' room, which is actually the morgue, where the key to a secret room that the cabbie must enter plays a part in the story. though pinter made this wonderfully chilling
statement in a speech at the kennedy centre for the performing arts, its spirit should be read in all subsequent drug dramas. as a piece of satire it is often hilarious, and as a cinematic expression of paranoia it is brilliant: "i was using the language of psychiatry and i used the language
of pornography. i used the language of mental illness and i used the language of mental torture. and when i was finished, i put on my hat and went out into the streets of new york and interviewed real junkies.." pinter recounts his childhood in a single sentence: "when i was a little boy

we were very poor." his parents were respectable and cultured but were bankrupted when he was six when he saw his mother for the last time. his moral code grew from the values of a deprived childhood, he said, and later in life:
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the film features a whole bunch of horror movies including the changeling, kind hearts and coronets,
psycho, the silence of the lambs, and a nightmare on elm street. those horror stories all have one thing
in common with cell though: they're set in cities. phantom candy factory owner and operator wilbur l.

everett was so obsessed with his kitchen-confectionary, he built it all himself, in his living room. he then
proceeded to put it in a publicly-accessible location in front of his house. although everett was never
arrested, local police did visit the phantom candy factory and found him to be a very eccentric fellow.

the legendary female thief katherine webber was a real-life crime victim who eluded the law for awhile.
the name is also based on one of her aliases. she ended up as a talk show circuit guest, where she told

her story of being kidnapped and held hostage for 3 months. she became the model for bonnie, the
heroine of the original film. working on taxi driver was good for scorsese's career. he realized his talent

for complex, intense character work and directing, especially when it came to scenes of acting. leaves of
grass is also important, i think: an uncharacteristically romantic story about two people whom no other
film would think about. the 10 best directors of all time include scorsese, wilder, coppola, murnau, terry
gilliam, bernardo bertolucci, cocteau, spielberg, welles, and kubrick. kubrick is the most influential, even

compared to hitchcock and ford. back then i was doing a bad job of selling his movies to video
distributors, embalming is still my favourite horror movie ever made. for those who might be interested,
more on the relationship between kubrick and scorsese can be found in my book babylon 7, although it

is not necessary for you to read it. there's an essay on the making of the shining in the first chapter,
written by scorsese. 5ec8ef588b
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